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What can you tell us about lost souls? 

There are different essences of lost soul. A lost soul is a being who is trapped between 

the physical world and the astral world. In other words, and I'm talking the majority of 

people here, haven't accepted that they have passed over and therefore haven't 

moved into the astral sphere. They consider that they are still part of the physical world 

and therefore they latch on to weak, normally weak individuals, or when people have 

passed on and they have a great love which has been left behind, that individual stops 

them from progressing into the astral sphere because their grief is so great that the 

love attraction between the one and the other brings them and holds them in the 

atmosphere of the Earth Plane. Then you have the other category of lost soul and in  

that category are beings who are aware that they have passed over but have a strong 

desire to create mischief on the peoples of the Earth Plane and they are also in the no 

man's land shall we say, the grey sphere. 

Would you call that purgatory?  

Well they’re in darkness and it's the darkness of ignorance rather than the darkness 

of light but a lot of them are fully aware that they have passed over but they do not 

want to progress forward. They would rather come back and do mischief where they 

can and they are the ones we have the biggest problem with. So what we do with a lot 

of them and I use the saying “we” as a general term, what is done would be a more 

correct statement. What is done is they are returned to the Earth Plane and put into a 

sphere where a greater awareness can be taught to them so that when they pass over 

next time they are more ready to accept the progression.   

How do we send a soul back to where they belong?  

What you need to do is send them back to the light.  

That’s what we try to do.  

Yes and then what you're doing is convincing the individual that they need to be out of 

the grey sphere and move back into the next sphere because going to the light is 
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exactly what happens to all people. This is a perception people have had and therefore 

it’s a perception that we utilise in the majority of cases.  

Because some of them really don't want to go.  

No that's because they're very comfortable where they are. We have people over here 

whose job it is to assist in this work.  

We have had in our meeting a wonderful man by the name of Beloved John and he 

has been once or twice to your meeting? And Beloved John’s sole job is to work in the 

dark plane, in the plane of misunderstanding and he diverts all his efforts in bringing 

these misguided people forward. So if a lost or misguided soul is brought to you for 

help, you are to direct them towards the light. Then we, and I use the word we in a 

general sense, the people on this side can then take over and do what would be 

normally done automatically. Because when you pass over and you have an 

acceptance of what is to occur you go through the mist should we say, the grey sphere 

but you go through it without even realising you’ve gone through it because there’s an 

acceptance from one to the other and therefore the transference is easy. 

 You pass over and you see your mother, your father, your pet, your guide, whichever 

makes you realise that the transition has occurred and then you go by their hand, you 

go forward towards them and then they take you to the next step and that is what you 

are doing when you're dealing with the misguided people. You take them to that step 

and then the individuals whose job it is to take them further can then take them by the 

hand and teach them what they have to know because they’re just confused. They are 

stuck between, in no man's land almost, but it’s not no man's land because there's an 

awful lot of people in there. It's misguided land.  

Well do you know there’s a lot of reasons why people don't move into the astral 

sphere? Sometimes it's the biggest or highest teachers of a religious faith who 

consider that once they have passed over they have to wait for the resurrection. So 

therefore we take them, we convince them that they've passed over and therefore they 

then said “well good. I’ll go back to my grave and wait for the resurrection” and then 

we have a devil's own job to convince them that that is wrong because all their 

teaching, all their life, has been in that direction, so therefore we have to try and re-

educate their thinking and sometimes we have people that we have to return to the 

Earth Plane because, and they’re good people, because they have that firm belief that 

they still have to be attached to the Earth Plane. Sometimes we play a trick on them 

you know. I don’t know if I'm talking out of school here but we create a resurrection. 

Yes we put on a stage play and then they come happily. Then they feel that what they 

have been taught has transpired. We try and do that you know. We change or adapt, 

I won't say change, we adapt what you will find acceptable for the passing to occur. 
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It’s like a stage play? 

Yes it's a stage play in your mind and then they have an acceptance. Then they can 

be taken over. Then they can be taught. If you are of the perception that when you 

pass over you will go on to the lake and you will go towards Valhalla and there you will 

see the angels who will come and collect you, that is the perception we put in your 

thinking. 
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